
Family Quiz Night! 

It’s Family Quiz Night this 
Friday!  Please do come and join 
us if you are able 
for a fun evening 
for everyone in 
the family!  We 
look forward to 

seeing as many of 
you as possible at 

the event. 

Messages. 

 We are delighted to let you know that we now, finally, have the go-ahead for our Snack Shack to 
be built!  Work will begin during the half term holiday and will continue for a week or so into 
term 6.  We will ensure that the area is secured during the works.  We are hoping to have an offi-
cial opening of the snack shack early in term 6 and will send out more details in due course.  Our 
hope is that we will be able to use the shack for a whole host of activities within school, for after 
school clubs and for providing a hub for parents.  Please look out for further information as we 
finalise our plans! 

 As you will be aware, year 6 SATs begin on Monday 8th May.  Year 6 will be taking the tests in 
the hall every morning from Monday through to Thursday.  As a result, some of our normal 
timetabled activities that week will change eg assemblies, PE (if the weather is poor) etc.  We 
will be back to normal the following week. 

 Just to confirm… Milton Court are not in school on Thursday as the school is used as a polling 
station.  Kemsley is open as normal on Thursday as we are not impacted in the same way. 

Diary: 

Friday 5th May 

Family Quiz Night  

Monday 8th May 

SATs week for year 6 

Monday 15th May 

Class photos 

Federation football match (away 
at Greenfields) - 3pm kick off 

Tuesday 16th May 

Body percussion workshop for 
year 3 

Wednesday 17th May 

Tag Rugby Festival 

Thursday 18th May 

Year R trip to Wingham 

Friday 19th May 

Tribal challenge morning 

Friday 26th May 

Inset day—children not in 
school 

 

Record Holders! 

We are using our ‘Daily Mile’ board in the hall to display the records for 
the fastest mile completed by a boy and a girl in each year group.  Con-
gratulations to the children who have their names displayed!  There are 

some truly amazing times! 

Week Beginning 2nd May 2017 Praise and Thank You! 
Sycamore Mrs Andrews and Mrs Melrose would like to thank Frankey and Freddie W for being so helpful in the dinner hall this week.  Praise and 

thanks also to the whole class for their focus and commitment during our practise SATs and for working so well all week. 
Writer of the week: Abbie for fantastic work in English and Science writing this week 
Maths Master:  Daniel for his excellent attitude and approach during Maths SATs this week 

Birch Year 5 teachers would like to praise Harry, Kayla, Chelsey and Victoria for their amazing attitude to their learning all week.  Thanks go 

to Charlie, Mikey and Mitch for their contribution to our class blood chat. 

Writer of the week: LJ for an amazing shape poem about the heart and blood 

Maths Master: Mikey for his work on shape this term 

Ash The teachers in year 4 would like to praise Elizabeth, Olivia H and James for their comprehensive answers to some tricky reasoning 
questions in maths.  Also well done to Oliver (Y1), Elizabeth (Y2), Frankie (Y2), Rhys (Y2), Megan (Y3), Evie (Y3), Milan (Y4), Luke S 

(Y4) and Freddie (Y5) for their superb behaviour during Forest Schools this week. 
Writer of the week: Skye for including some fantastic vocabulary in her plan for a pirate story  
Maths Master: Tyrell for applying his knowledge of addition and subtraction to answer some tricky word problems 

Beech The teachers in year 3 would like to praise Iron and Aluminium tables for being resilient in literacy this week.  We would also like to 

praise Curtis and Mark for their achievements this week—both behaviour and learning 
Writer of the week: Dominion for his fantastic fact filea bout Bonnie and Clyde 
Maths Master: Lauren for her fantastic effort this week when solving tricky 2 step division problems 

Maple The teachers in year 2 would like to praise Aiden for showing such a positive attitude towards his work this week.                      

Writer of the week: Rhys for writing an excellent diary entry using the past tense                                                                                      

Maths Master: Ben W for working hard in maths this week interpreting data and creating graphs 

Willow Mrs Bond and Mrs Woolley would like to praise Carys for her continued outstanding efforts in the daily mile each day—always trying 
her best to beat her fastest time!  They would also like to praise Josie for coming into school every day with a big smile on her face 

and being ready to learn 
Writer of the week: Adeshina for excellent use of phonics when generating sentences about the wind. 
Maths Master: Ronnie J for applying his understanding of ‘equals’ to find missing numbers in addition calculations 

Oak Oak class would like to praise Baylee for always listening to adult instructions and for being very polite.  Thanks go to Alfie D in Year 6 

for helping our class on Tuesday.  We all enjoyed the books he read to us. 
Writer of the week: Tommy for showing great interest in learning how to write in sentences and for developing his confidence. 
Maths Master: Baylee for showing great confidence with adding two numbers together and understanding that 2 halves need to be of 

equal size 
Cherry Nursery teachers would  like to praise Toby D, Eyla, Amber and Bella for having an excellent first week in Cherry class.  Well done 

also to Dolly for being kind and encouraging to a friend who was finding bike riding tricky. 
Writer of the week: Dolly for creating leopard spots for our display                                                                                      
Maths Master: Eden for estimating how many children were in Cherry Class (‘22’), counting 25 children, recognising the number 25 

and knowing that 25 was more than 22! 

Attendance 

Whole school attendance remains at 96.8% - well done every-
body, let’s keep going and try and get to 97% by the end of the 
year.  We can do it!  A huge congratulations to the fantastic 
year 6 with 100% attendance last week.  Superstars! 
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We hope you have had a lovely long weekend! 

This week in Nursery we are going to base our learning around 
Tinga Tinga Tales!  We will be creating our own Tinga art and look-
ing at how this type of art is very colourful and how the ’normal’ 

colours for animals aren’t usually used! 

We will be reading the African inspired story, ’Why Elephant has a 
trunk’ and thinking about what we have heard in the story, what we 

can remember and who the main characters were.   

We will be thinking about ordering different sized characters from 

the story and developing our language around size. 

Another busy week ahead! 

Star: Danni for being more confident when taking part in 
our group work and for being kind and friendly to her class 

friends 

This week Oak class have enjoyed receiving our sticker chart rewards. Some 
of us went into the woodland area, some onto the field and some got the first 

chance to play in our new jungle role-play area.  We all had a lot of fun. 

This week we have been looking at the book: ’Giraffes can’t Dance’.  We 
used this book to explore giraffes learning lots of different facts. . We also 
watched a clip of a little girl’s life in Kenya and spoke about similarities and 
differences between our lives.  The class really engaged in this activity and a 

great discussion was created.  Well done Oak Class. 

In maths we have moved on to learning about halving.  We have halved 
playdoh, fruit and piles of objects—including sweets!  We have all picked up 
the concept quickly.  We will now move on to learning about doubling next 
week through a range of games and activities (including mini pizza making and 

doubling toppings). 

We look forward to another great week in Oak class. 

Star: John for his amazing behaviour this week and for fin-

ishing all of his work 

This week in literacy we will be focusing on writing lists and instructions.  We 
will be reading a range of lists and will be guessing their purpose, discussing 
whether the list is a ’to do’ list, shopping list or their ’things for school’ list.  
We will then be orally generating and rehearsing lists and instructions for 
dressing for a rainy day.  Towards the end of the week we will be writing up 

our instructions. 

Our focus is maths this week is fractions.  We will be carrying out lots of 
practical activities to help us understand and find both half and a quarter of 

shapes and quantities. 

We will also be carrying out lots of ’Splendid Skies’ topic work this week.  
This will include keeping a weather chart, recording the weather and temper-
ature each morning and afternoon for a whole week.  We will also be investi-

gating the science question: ’How big is a raindrop?’ 

 Star: Addison for showing resilience in all of his learning this week 

Year 2 have worked very hard this week!  We have been looking at 
writing our own letters and the children have written some great 

pieces.   

In Maths we worked on looking at statistics and handling data and we 
even had the chance to collect some of our data using Smarties.  We 
then looked at how we would represent this data in a tally chart and 

a bar graph. 

This week we will be looking at writing a non-chronological report in 
Literacy and in Maths we will be going over multiplication and divi-

sion. 

Star: Noushafarin for trying her best in all her work 

This week in Beech class the children will be writing a diary entry.  
They will begin the week by learning about how to portray emotions 
and express feelings and, towards the end of the week, they will put 

themselves into a character’s shoes to write their diary. 

In maths the children will be applying their knowledge of addition and 
subtraction to solve some tricky questions.  The children will be 
securing their understanding of the column method to add and sub-

tract throughout the week. 

The children will be using their plan from last week to make their 
own 101 Dalmatian puppet; they will be applying and developing their 

skills of sewing to hand sew their puppet. 

If you have any questions or queries, please use your child’s plan-

ner—thank you! 

Star:  Julia for always being positive and resilient towards 

her learning 

This week we will be researching a range of fictional and real life heroes and 
creating our own ’Who am I?’ riddles.  Then, in Maths we will be developing 
our knowledge of multiplication and division to answer a range of problems.  
In our Topic lesson we will be looking at heroes throughout history and 

placing their achievements on a timeline. 

This week PE will be on Tuesday and Wednesday.  As a result, please can all 
children have a full PE kit in school, including appropriate footwear (trainers 

or plimsolls). 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask. 

 Star: Emma for always trying to up-level her work and chal-

lenge herself in Literacy 

This week in Birch Tree Class we will be looking at smoking; what 
are the effects on the body if you smoke and what are the specific 
effects of nicotine.  We will be producing information posters about 
the dangers of smoking and then, in small teams, making an anti-

smoking video as part of oracy. 

In Maths we will be continuing with our work on algebra.  The class 
have really enjoyed this work from last week and we will look to 

progress them on even further. 

In the afternoons we will be looking at how to keep a healthy heart.  
We will be looking at food packaging and the information each item 
contains.  What does it mean?  Why are the levels of sugar / salt etc 

on the packaging? 

 Star: Marques and Alfie for their performance in Reading this week  

 

We hope you all had a good long weekend and enjoyed some sunshine! 

This is Year 6’s final week at school before the SATs tests take place.  As a 
result, we will spend our Maths, SPaG and Guided Reading lessons this week 
thinking about all the key skills that we need for the tests and consolidating all 

the learning that has taken place since September.   

In writing we will be looking at the picture book, ‘Heart in a bottle’ and writ-

ing our own narrative around the key character.  

In the afternoons we will be finding out more about our topic, ‘Blood Heart’ 
and thinking about Scientific investigations.  We will also be starting our dance 

lessons this week. 

Just a reminder that all Year 6 children are invited to join us for SATs break-
fast club next week.  If you haven’t returned a permission slip yet, but would 

like to take part, please just ask Mrs Melrose or Mrs Andrews. 

Thank you! 

Star: Ashley for his commitment and enthusiasm during guided 

reading this week 

News from around the school 


